### Round Type

**MGT—NR10L**

- **Cutting capacity** φ (mm)
- **Part Number** MGT—NR10L
- **Air consumption** (cm³/time)
- **Weight** (g)
- **Part dimensions** (mm)
- **Part Number** MGT—NR10L

### Square Type

**MGT—NS10L**

- **Cutting capacity** φ (mm)
- **Part Number** MGT—NS10L
- **Air consumption** (cm³/time)
- **Weight** (g)
- **Part dimensions** (mm)
- **Part Number** MGT—NS10L

### Shape

- **S**: Standard
  - Suitable for cutting steels/wires such as copper wire and iron wire

- **P**: For resin
  - Standard blade used for cutting resin

- **J**: Straight blade
  - Can be placed on the gate at a right angle

---

**Operating air pressure**

- MGT—NR10L: 0.4~0.5 MPa
- MGT—NR3: 0.3~0.5 MPa
- MGT—NS3: 0.4~0.5 MPa
- MGT—NS5: 0.4~0.5 MPa
- MGT—NS10L: 0.5~0.6 MPa

**Applicable air hose inner diameter**: 5 mm

---

---

**Blade spring**

- Please check with our WOS for the purchase order that exceeds the displayed quantity.

---

---

**Blade opening**

- Please check with our WOS for the purchase order that exceeds the displayed quantity.

---

---

**Blade sold separately**

- Please check with our WOS for the purchase order that exceeds the displayed quantity.

---

---

**Quotation**

- Please check with our WOS for the purchase order that exceeds the displayed quantity.

---

---

**Part Number**

- MGT—NR10L
- MGT—NS3
- MGT—NS5
- MGT—NS10L